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A stunning new edition of the Canadian classic with never-before-seen paintingsFirst published
in 1977 to commemorate the centenary of the birth of a Canadian painter whose brief, brilliant
life, and untimely death in a mysterious canoe accident, gained him mythic status in his
homeland, Tom Thomson: The Silence and the Storm quickly attained legendary status in its
own right. This newly designed and expanded edition revives a classic and adds more than 25
never-before-seen paintings and a new introduction. Co-authors Harold Town, a founder of the
Painters Eleven and an icon of Canadian art himself, and art historian David P. Silcox, former
head of Sotheby's Canadian division, celebrate this early associate of the Group of Seven as a
key creative figure without falling into the trap of cultural jingoism. Thomson, the authors
maintain, was an inspired regional painter—in the best sense of that term—who stumbled upon
the bold Expressionist palette pioneered by Matisse and his contemporaries despite working
from a provincial backwater.Thomson's finest works are reproduced here in painstakingly colour-
matched plates, including more than 80 of Thomson's famous oil sketches in exactly their
original size.

About the AuthorDAVID P. SILCOX, former managing director of Sotheby's Canada, is an art
historian, a cultural administrator and a senior fellow at Massey College. He is also widely
recognized for his writings on the artists David Milne, Christopher Pratt and Jack Bush.--This
text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Sunset 1915 | Oil on composite wood-pulp board, 21.6 × 26.7 cmApproaching Snow Storm
1915 | Oil on wood, 21.6 × 26.6 cmMoose at Night 1916 | Oil on wood, 20.9 × 26.9
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AuthorsCopyrightAbout the PublisherPrefaceSplit Rock Gap, Georgian Bay c. 1914–15Oil on
panel, 20.3 × 25.4 cmThe original purpose of this book was to celebrate the one hundredth
anniversary of Tom Thomson’s birth in 1877 and the sixtieth anniversary of his early death in
1917. This expanded reissue has similar goals: the 140th anniversary of his birth and the one
hundredth anniversary of his death this year. In 1977, a great deal had been written about how
Thomson died, but very little about his art. Our purpose then, as it is now, was to celebrate what
he lived for—his painting.This volume was the first to focus on Thomson’s art and to reproduce
in colour 177 paintings, of which 148 were published in colour for the first time. More than eighty
of Thomson’s small oil sketches were reproduced close to their actual size. The appearance of
all these images was a revelation to most people, including artists, curators, and collectors,
because up until then they had been familiar with only a handful of Thomson’s most popular
works.The book was immediately popular. The first edition in 1977, with print runs of 50,000
English and 5000 French, sold out in a month, and reprints were issued in 1982, 1989, and
2001; in total, more than 100,000 copies of Tom Thomson: The Silence and the Storm have
gone out into the world. The stunning success of the exhibition Painting Canada: Tom Thomson
and the Group of Seven at the Dulwich Picture Gallery in London, England, in 2011, which went
on to thrill audiences in Norway and the Netherlands before coming to the McMichael Canadian
Art Collection in Kleinburg, Ontario, showed how much interest there was in Thomson and his
circle both abroad and at home. In the same year, the exquisite film West Wind: The Vision of
Tom Thomson premiered to rave reviews and large audiences. My own book The Group of
Seven and Tom Thomson in 2003 was another landmark. The large-format first edition sold out
quickly and went into a compact edition and then a paperback edition. The paperback has now
been reprinted.In this revised and expanded edition of Tom Thomson: The Silence and the
Storm, we have added paintings that we could not find or did not know about in 1977. Many of
these images have not been published before. We were also able to locate the sketch for The
Pool, which is in the National Gallery of Canada, and for Opulent October, one of the few
canvases still in private hands. In addition, we have updated, edited, and rewritten much of the
previous text, an opportunity that allowed us to correct several small errors. We have also added
new chapters, which assess Thomson’s small sketches in relation to his larger canvases; his
position in regard to representation, abstraction, and photography; and his legacy.Harold Town’s
introduction and most of his notes have been retained as they were in 1977. While keeping the
landscape format of the book, we have redesigned the layout to accommodate the additional
plates and the new chapters, and have rearranged the material at the back of the book.Much
has been added to our knowledge and appreciation of Thomson and his art since 1977. His



position as the most-loved and most-influential painter in Canada, and the surge of new interest
in his work by younger audiences, has spawned a stream of poems, plays (even a musical),
films, novels, and references in song—including “Three Pistols” by the Tragically Hip:Well, Tom
Thomson came paddling past—I’m pretty sure it was him.In 1977 we lamented the total lack of
scholarly study of Thomson and his art, save for Joan Murray’s 1971 retrospective exhibition and
catalogue when she was a curator at the Art Gallery of Ontario. Times have certainly changed. In
the past decade or so, the academic and curatorial worlds have produced several major books
based on extensive research which relate to Thomson and his friends in the Group of Seven. I’ve
included four of these volumes in the selected bibliography section. Tom Thomson (edited by
Dennis Reid and Charles Hill), a catalogue for the 2002 National Gallery of Canada/Art Gallery
of Ontario travelling retrospective exhibition, presents a comprehensive view of Thomson and
his work, with contributions from a team of curators, conservators, and others. Beyond
Wilderness, edited by John O’Brian and Peter White, examines the artistic diversity that
developed after the waning of the Group of Seven’s strong grip on landscape painting in
Canada. Essays by more than sixty artists, art historians, curators, and others trace the way later
generations of artists consider the landscape in light of the radically changed technical, social,
and political context they found around them. Inventing Tom Thomson by Sherrill Grace, who
previously wrote Canada and the Idea of North, traces the influences of Thomson’s work on
other artists in all cultural disciplines and considers his popularity as a symbol of myths about
the North and masculinity, as well as the fictions that have been created about him. Finally, in
Northern Light: The Enduring Mystery of Tom Thomson and the Woman Who Loved Him, Roy
MacGregor, a well-known journalist, explores the misrepresentations and mysteries following
Thomson’s death and burial. MacGregor’s approach to Thomson’s personal life is an important
contribution to our understanding of the artist that future biographers will need to take into
account.In the 1977 preface we stated, “What matters most in painting is looking and savouring.”
The same is true today. New riches to an already rich collection of Thomson’s work have been
added in the hope that this book will delight, inspire, and lift the spirits of all who find solace,
memories, or spiritual energy in Tom Thomson’s pictures.David P. Silcox, CMMassey College,
TorontoNorthern Spring 1916 | Oil on panel, 26.7 × 21.6 cmIntroductionFire-Swept Hills 1915Oil
on panel, 23.2 × 26.7 cmAbove Pablo Picasso’s protean achievements flies a banner cut from
the lives of the women who punctuated his career and received in the popular press as much
attention as his work. Jackson Pollock’s death, in a tangle of girls and crumpled steel, when
inflated by the huge prices currently paid for his paintings, is more interesting to the public than
the fact that academic abstractionists have circled back to his breakthrough style, making his art
central again to the problems of modern painting. Vincent van Gogh’s torment, his struggle with
private demons and public contempt, has been trivialized in mass entertainment by his ear, a
bloody present for a strumpet who wouldn’t hear his cry. The painter’s ear, though an inept
symbol for his extraordinary life, is an appropriate one for the dilemma of contemporary art,
which is covered by a slick guano of words disguised as criticism while in fact being nothing



more than advertising copy, press-agentry, and an easy game for tenth-rate sensibilities. People
prefer to read about painters, to hear about painting, to speculate in the art market—anything
rather than look at painting, anything but make art a re-creative part of their lives. Painting is a
pariah waiting to be told by art authorities where to stand and beg so as not to interfere with the
flow of commerce in the marketplace.In Canada the canvases of Tom Thomson are seen
through a scrim of printed supposition on which is projected his death in the waters of Canoe
Lake—waters that since that time have been continually muddied by the club-footed wading of
art ghouls and plain fools who have turned his creative odyssey into the pedestrian plot for a
drugstore-rack paperback. Unquestionably, Thomson is Canada’s most famous artist, yet only a
few of his works are well known—and those are mainly his studio machines, the heavy efforts
near to his talent but far from his heart.At the time of Thomson’s death in July 1917, the useless
carnage continued in Europe. Month in, month out, exploding shells tore the earth; yet art, like
the famous poppies of Flanders, flowered. Frank Kupka, the Czech painter, was forty-six years
old and had been for many years the pioneer of completely non-objective art. Cubism, under the
direction of Georges Braque and Picasso, was busy cutting space into shallow planes and
angles. Two years before, Marcel Duchamp intentionally preserved his cracked-glass
abstraction, Nine Malic Moulds. In 1914 the English vorticist Wyndham Lewis, in the country that
so long had stifled Canadian creativity, produced the first issue of a counter-culture magazine
called Blast and exhibited his painting Plan of War, which consisted of lines and blocks of colour
presaging the First World War. (Ironically, after such a dashing start, Lewis was caught in Toronto
during the Second World War working for and hating Douglas Duncan and the Picture Loan
Society, where he exhibited.) Despite the war, Europe was in creative ferment. Claude Debussy
complained he was “too old to do anything but guard a fence,” yet continued composing music.
Poetry shot from the trenches as rapidly as machine-gun bullets. Duchamp and Francis Picabia
founded the Society of Independent Artists in New York in 1916, and their arrival in North
America initiated a period of growth and adventure in painting which, by 1960, made New York
the art capital of the world.Self-Portrait: After a Day in Tacoma c. 1902Watercolour on paper,
22.5 × 13.7 cmIt seems preposterous, in retrospect, that anything done by Thomson or the
Group of Seven during this particularly fecund period of Western art could be deemed either
revolutionary or interesting. It has been said that war is the spur in art, yet Rembrandt just sat
down and painted his nose as Spanish guns boomed down the street. While Leonardo da Vinci
saw no conflict for the artist’s soul in designing cannons and fortifications, Benvenuto Cellini was
as ready to stick a dagger into a rival as to compliment his coat.European art thrived through
many upheavals, especially during the Napoleonic, Franco-Prussian, and both world wars. So
much creative talent perished in the First World War that the survivors, such as Fernand Léger,
Roger de La Fresnaye, Braque, and many more (assuming that the good die young), make one
wonder if the whole of Europe was about to turn to art before the butchery of the trenches
shattered the ranks of the advance guard of Western creativity.A.Y. Jackson, one of the first
Canadian painters to volunteer for duty, produced much of our best war painting. His lyrical



works of this period, often Fauvish in colour, seemed to long for peace and frequently put nature
ahead of the war. Frederick Varley as a war artist carried a heavy symbolic load; his pictures
could well have been titled before they were started. He was marked by a concern for man that in
later years took him away from landscape painting. Both Jackson and Varley returned to Canada
free from the virus of plastic revolt and immediately continued Thomson’s unfinished war with an
intransigent “North.” They raised arms against lonely skies and hills in a land that uniquely
marked them all (just as lowering skies had done the painters of Zeeland in the sixteenth
century) and, with the exception of Lawren Harris, turned away once and for all from Europe and
the cerebrations of space as a problem rather than a paintable fact.Giving Thomson his
overrated skill as a woodsman, Jackson a proven ability to withstand cold, and Varley his
Olympic prowess with drink (which could be witnessed any day at Malloney’s bar in the early
1950s in Toronto), none of these men was as rugged as Augustus John, whose excesses with
women were matched by unnecessary physical risk and athleticism, or as Percy Grainger, a
composer of bucolic airs and a precious spirit, who was capable of running twenty miles and
then giving a concert. Thomson and the Group of Seven had a strong mystical, even didactic
bent, and at this distance they would seem to be the ripe and steamy compost for revolutionary
ideas, yet they preferred woodsy philosophy. Some of today’s younger artists view them as a
kind of premature macho school of coureurs de bois, stomping about in the bush compensating
for effete beginnings in classical foreign art schools and tiresome jobs in commercial engraving
houses. Whatever the truth in this assessment, it changes nothing. Our concern should remain
with their work.Where do Thomson and the Seven fit in that warehouse behind our eyes that
stores images of Tintoretto and the Taj Mahal? It is mindless to complain that Thomson or the
Group failed to change the face of world art; it is what they did that matters. Theirs was an
involution of pivotal national significance precisely because it did not mirror, substantiate,
imitate, or pay the slightest heed to world art. French painter André Marchand said it is
necessary to step back to jump a fence. Thomson and the Group did not just step back; they
raced back to the markers and started over, past the brown gravy and tight military needlepoint
of our pioneer art, to the beginning, to the land as it looked before it was forced into the familiar
and accepted shape of other times and other cultures.Portrait of Tom Thomson c. 1905This was
the expression of a remarkable instinct. Something told them to clean house, to begin again, to
ignore fashion—a brave stance at any time because painters are as conscious of fashion as is
Vogue magazine. Despite concomitant developments in Quebec with Marc-Aurèle de Foy Suzor-
Coté, Maurice Cullen, and Clarence Gagnon, Thomson and the Group came to stand for
Canadian art. Like it or not, we had something identified as Canadian art, a cohesive lump in our
national gut—seemingly rough painters who said to hell with trends and gave us an assessable,
simple beginning, a fire for some, dying embers for others. We could love them or hate them, but
we had a starting line, a palpable place from which to move forward. Their strength was in
numbers—understandable in a huge country—and the fact that others working alone did not
receive attention equally deserved is unfortunate but does not diminish the accomplishments of



Thomson and the Group of Seven in any way. Theirs was an idea so simple, even innocent, that
we have often missed its point, yet we are the beneficiaries of its effect to this day. It was an
implosion, not an explosion. And by looking inward it gave us an outward identity.Nocturne:
Forest Spires 1915 | Oil on plywood, 21.6 × 26.6 cmBurnt Over Forest 1916 | Oil on wood panel,
21.5 × 26.6 cmTraditionally, Canadians have accepted foreign domination in the arts as naturally
as medieval peasants accepted the power of the barons: without a whimper we have delivered
up our bounty for everything from doctored French wine to doctored economic theory. Recently,
with the growth of Canadian nationalism, we have given the mantle of fame to a few of our own,
but grudgingly (a certain segment of Canadian academia seems determined to reduce the
experimental brilliance of Marshall McLuhan to the level of provincial eccentricity).However, the
deification of Tom Thomson is complete, solidified in sales that have broken Canadian records.
His works are no longer paintings but stock in an investment portfolio, or a neat tax writeoff—
pictures that are distanced from simple understanding with every rise in price. Thomson’s life
rather than his art is searched by the national consciousness for hints, portents, and even
criminal reasons for his premature death at the height of his powers. Though artificially inflated,
the tragedy of Thomson’s death fulfills the Canadian love of defeat and annihilation, a national
tick that may be explained by our tiny seasons of pleasure. Harried by cold, we jerk about to a
rigid rhythm of slow growth and expeditious dying. Our short, nearly non-existent summers, in
which flowers wither and fall before we know their names, as birds nest and vanish leaving a
random feather blowing in brief sun, entice us into another cycle of life. But they do not satisfy.
Thomson’s slow development and sudden departure precisely duplicated the severity of our
climate. Bloated in the water, dead before the leaves of fall, it was a death that spelled out a
symbolic end to the Canadian art we colonials had no right to expect. Tragedy could be
substituted for promise; we would mourn Thomson and forget Canadian art.In an eerie manner,
the Group of Seven, formed after Thomson’s death, unconsciously promoted a sense of loss.
Summer, that joy at the centre of most schools of landscape painting with its quietus of green,
appears rarely in their work. Absent are Camille Corot’s quicksilver fugues of leaf, John
Constable’s pulsating shadows aching with life, John Marin’s cartwheeling exuberances of sky-
crazed inscapes, Claude Monet’s golden muffins of hay or his water lilies capable of persuading
Ophelia to live. Instead, our painters gave us spring, that glimpse of a season, or the garishness
of fall and the embalming death of snow, but rarely hedonistic summer. It became the illegitimate
season of Canadian art. Green was on the proscribed list. I remember my surprise, at a small
exhibition in the Art Gallery of Toronto of Peter Lanyon, an English artist, over his excessive
greens; and as late as the 1960s I heard someone remark at a show of Jacques de
Tonnancour’s painting at the Laing Galleries, “Yes, they’re nice, but the green!” Summer was for
foreigners; we preferred to suffer.It would be difficult to exaggerate the power of Thomson and
the Group’s influence during the thirties and forties. I saw my first reproduction of a Thomson at
the age of ten in the hall at Regal Road Public School: it was glowing between two politely gory
depictions of our boys in the mud of France. Heavy competition. A few years later at Western



Tech I was made to feel that J.E.H. MacDonald’s The Tangled Garden was all the summer I
would ever need and that Thomson had gone to heaven to save us all from the sin of desiring
alien art. A fellow student painted a copy of The Pointers while nipping on a mickey of rye,
thinking he was emulating Thomson. At the Ontario College of Art in 1943, the commercial art
department was directed by Frank Carmichael, of the Group, whose influence was considerable.
Principal Fred S. Haines blustered into the painting class and delivered a well-meant but
incoherent harangue on the pernicious influence of Amedeo Modigliani, and teacher John
Alfsen went into a funk when I suggested Rembrandt had architectonic weaknesses. In Canada
it was a period of resistance to the winds of change; we buttoned up our conceptual overcoats
and backed into the past.The Pointers 1916–17Oil on canvas, 101.6 × 114.6 cmNevertheless,
Thomson and the Seven cannot be blamed for a stasis that was international. A colossus named
Picasso towered over world art. He symbolized modern painting, and brushes bowed to the
mecca of Paris. Henri Matisse at the age of fifty was lost in Picasso’s shadow, despite the fact
that the future ran past Picasso’s feet in the form of an insidious movement called Dada and left
the Spaniard in a cul-de-sac, secure in his role as perhaps the last great classic artist. During
this period the Group did very little to redefine their myth, nor did they hang together trying to
perpetuate the communal force of their passionate beginning. Art writers swiped at any sign of
change with the swatter of Group virtue and the sanctity of landscape. Canadian art was there
for the taking, but no one grabbed. David Milne’s oil drawings, which rejected fortissimo impasto
for an Eastern delicacy of touch, and LeMoine FitzGerald’s snow painted from his kitchen
window were not the stuff of fable; they lacked the public appeal of pioneering art trappers on
the trail of creation. Emily Carr was seen as a felinophile eccentric who wrote darling books and
was too worked up about trees—she even came all the way from Vancouver to Toronto to be
blessed by the Group. James W. Morrice, a painter of rare grace, had little long-term influence.
Paul-Émile Borduas was effectively driven from Quebec by his visual experiments, the
publication of Refus Global, and the Catholic Church. Canadian art was on hold, with no clear
pattern of flight.Ironically, the vacuum left by the death of Thomson and the dispersion of the
Group was filled in the early 1950s by the brute power of that multinational conglomerate of
influence, the New York school of Abstract Expressionism, which led to a tacit rejection of
everything that had gone before (all art movements have a genesis complex). The effect of the
conquest has been salubrious. We have survived. And in the new national awakening we are
able to appreciate Thomson and the Group of Seven realistically, within the perimeters of their
influence on Canada, without fear of comparison.Though the early impact made on Thomson’s
skills as a painter by J.W. Beatty has been underrated, Beatty’s influence is evident in works
such as Marsh, Lake Scugog, Near Owen Sound, Fairy Lake, and Big Elm. Yet it was Jackson’s
painting The Edge of the Maple Wood in 1910 that pulled the mat out from under the status quo
and set Thomson and his mentors in new directions. The Edge of the Maple Wood was to
Canadian art what Le Déjeuner sur l’herbe or Les Demoiselles d’Avignon was to French art. Its
plangent colour and effortless virtuosity, its sense of absolute Canadian place, galvanized a



grumble of dissatisfaction into the tumble of revolt. To this day the painting has not been fully
appreciated. Few masters (given the context of Jackson’s humble intention) could surpass the
impeccable retreat from the picture plane of shadow over lumpy, outcropped earth—shadow
that snakes the ground rather than digging eye-stopping trenches. The colour cast in a dominant
green ochre is like a family, different from hue to hue, unique from stroke to stroke, but bound
together by a mystique of blood, a heritage going back to the Sienese Renaissance painter
Sassetta (Stefano di Giovanni). Though unglazed, it is bathed in an all-over cohesion of light that
makes its casual surface nearly classic. I can understand how Thomson felt when he saw the
painting and later claimed it made him see the Canadian landscape for the first time, for I still
remember it whacking me across the eyes at the Art Gallery of Toronto years ago. With his
Fauve-like Springtime in Picardy, painted in 1919, Jackson left The Edge of the Maple Wood and
was on the edge of a break with his past. Upon his return to Canada after the war, Jackson
seemed to step back from his reaching instinct and pursued an ever-increasing brown-out of
colour; his simplifications carried a dead weight of unfelt rhythm.Thomson, though influenced by
Jackson, instinctively knew better. The latent violence in his character inclined him to face down
the storm and bash and thump the canvas into plasticized diminutions of form and fugitive light.
His colour, aided by a stiff-armed brush, had a natural roughness. Thomson was not a wrist
painter; he jabbed a picture into submission and consequently did not have to strain for
roughness. For a brief time MacDonald, in paintings such as Church by the Sea, attacked the
panel as though Thomson’s shade possessed him. Thomson and the consequential members of
the Group—Varley, MacDonald, Arthur Lismer, Harris, and Jackson—were genuine Super
Realists: they worked beyond the celluloid tedium of the currently fashionable photographic
schools and tried to subdue the space, not just in front of but behind their heads. Theirs was not
to be a replication made simply through a jellied lens set in the skull, but an apprehension of
sound and odour coming from the nerve endings; and when they failed, it was the moment at
which the tickle of cold in the nostrils and the sting of bracken scratches did not enter and
become a part of the sketch.Morning 1915Oil on composite, 21.7 × 26.8 cmIn the making of
significant art there is no middle ground, no safe pasture for the meandering stream of a quiet
talent. Really bad art is close at any given moment to high art, for high art is the art of failure, a
constantly interrupted journey to some impossible reality at the centre of the brain. Bad art is
failure as a journey sometimes graced by an accidental success. Paul Cézanne’s slashed
canvas hanging in a tree cried failure. Picasso loathed the slaughter of Guernica and
transformed his pain into a decorative assemblage of shadow feeling, emotion lost through
preparatory drawing. For Thomson, passion was immediate; emotion, like cloud, changes,
transforms, fades, deepens, disappears—he would have gone directly to canvas and got it
down. But what a picture Guernica became. That it has in its final appearance little to do with the
bombing of a Spanish town but a lot to do with Picasso is beside the point. Art succeeds in
inverse proportion to the degree of failure in the artist’s intentions. As Cézanne wrote to Roger
Marx, “My age and my health will never allow me to realize the dream of art I have pursued all



my life.” Thomson and the Group succeeded in those years when their ambition overwhelmed
their talent, when they tried to reduce the stupendous size of Canada to an 8- × 10-inch sketch.
What survives is the force of effort past attainment.Thomson, however, did not fail. His death
saw to that. He was moving forward and there was no wall yet in front of his ambition. Much more
than an aging ploughboy, Thomson was reaching into a dark place within reticence and pulling
out eggs laid by chickens he had never seen. His skill was greater than generally conceded, and
he knew it. The silence and woodsy simplicity was possibly a disguise, even a defence against
the revelation of a masterly technique, for open ability has never been admired in
Canada.Thomson could manipulate a brush with easy virtuosity, hesitating in the middle of a
stroke, turning abruptly during sweep, flattening and extending the width, contracting, rolling the
hair to its edge without, like a great baseball pitcher, losing his rhythm. The brush caught just
enough of the wet underpainting to adhere and mark the pigment without muddying the
individual hues. When necessary, Thomson pressed down and produced a neutralized squash
of colour that saved him from interrupting a stabbing arm movement by mixing on the palette
those indeterminate shades of oil that referee the struggle between brilliant colours. He
mastered a trick common to hacks who paint flowers on trays, in which the brush is loaded with
local colour, and then a judicious amount of pure colour is picked up by the edge of the brush so
that the major tone of the stroke is delivered to the canvas with a streaking of pure colour. It is a
minor though useful aid to a painter’s cunning and requires a refined sensibility to avoid the look
of midway kitsch.Milne admired Thomson and wrote in a letter to Harry McCurry of the National
Gallery of Canada in 1932, “I rather think it would have been wiser to have taken your ten most
prominent Canadians and sunk them in Canoe Lake—and saved Tom Thomson.” Both artists
had a similar inability to draw the human figure, and hidden in their outwardly incompatible styles
is a juncture at which their drawing connects.Milne was the master of a very personal split-hair,
dry-brush technique in which the two contiguous lines applied simultaneously by the same
instrument form one line. The divided brush reduces the fluidity of application and hampers
overbearing skill but brings a compensational eccentricity to the line, in that the two separate
strokes are not equal in shape or density. The force of line is reduced, and to be successful a
precise relationship must exist between the colour around the line and the division within the
line. The division is as important as the line it divides.Thomson used the natural wood colour of
his birchwood support and occasionally the painted ground as a linear path for the eye between
areas of colour. The American artist A.V. Tack pioneered a completely abstract use of this
technique in the 1930s and, in effect, the method could be called the intimated line, drawing
without brush, and, in Milne’s case, the divided or third-line process. Most of the Group used the
natural colour of the panel or a painted ground to separate and neutralize the edge of local
colour. None, however, was as instinctively precise and natural in the method as Thomson.
Rarely does the colour key of his paint next to the invisible line formed by the uncovered panel
look jarring, and rarely does it tilt and confuse the orderly progression of planes moving from the
surface of the picture to the limit of implied depth. Thomson’s “invisible drawing” sticks to the



skin of the work and acts like a mesh pulling form together, a web that spins into space but
clings to the eye. Occasionally, as in the sketch for Byng Inlet, Georgian Bay, Thomson’s facility
outstrips his emotion and is held in check only by the jerky rhythm of the elusive line formed by
unpainted panel and the consistent hue and texture of the wood. These natural sections of
unfinished birchwood boards are central to the infrangible skin of his pictures; the intimated line
is the skeleton of the past in the flesh of the present picture and displays the core of Thomson’s
daring.In certain works—The Pointers, for example—a dark ground is scraped away so that the
texture of the canvas shows through, providing a black contrast to the final coat of paint, not
unlike that of a colour television tube. This “invisible drawing” is an insurance policy against
crackling in the paint: when faults do occur, they seem to join together and support the
unpainted sections between colour masses.Sketch for Byng Inlet, Georgian Bay 1914Oil on
plywood, 21.7 × 26.9 cmThomson’s panel, the thin yet sturdy surfaces of birch panel and
occasionally plywood, was more than a support for his paint. He took advantage of the leeching
effect of the wood on the medium (usually linseed or poppy oil at that time) in his pigment and
adjusted the faster-drying colour to the speed of application in overpainting. He painted to the
loss of oil which gave, despite the swift brushing, a firmness plus weight and texture to pigment
that was crusty rather than slippery, sculptural rather than frothy. The current practice of spraying
a shiny varnish over his sketches diminishes the plasticity of Thomson’s intent.The Lily Pond
1915Oil on wood, 21.5 × 26.7 cmThomson was a master colourist. Rarely did he miss the mark,
and then inexplicably with those canvases containing a sizable amount of red. In large portions
this colour upset his judgment, and he lost the ratio between local colour values and,
consequently, the middle tones became strident in hue. Autumn Foliage (painted in 1915) is an
idiosyncratic example of this shortcoming. His prime achievements with brilliant colour are often
set back from a succulent yellow, such as the blocks of trees in the same painting, in which the
trees having given the time signature for a specific beat, step back in an interrogatory order. The
Lily Pond is notable for a lamination of colour mixed by touch and tone into what Duchamp
defined as “that quality beyond painting”—a tremble of the kind you feel when a subway train
passes under a building. Its resonance would do credit to Gustave Courbet.Composition was not
a factor among the mechanics of painting that bothered Thomson. Despite the awkward,
tentative design of some early work, he quickly achieved an admirable simplicity of attack, an
easy, even casual approach to the construction of his painting. Certainly he left out elements of
the Algonquin bushscape, adding and subtracting forms, moving nature about at will,
rearranging things, and then he moved on to the main business of clothing his naked reaction to
the fickle light of Algonquin with paint. The force behind the developing signature of his
impetuous brush struggled to get at the joy of slabbing colour over the barest of working plans. It
was the desire to paint, to mix colour and expeditiously get on with it that saved Thomson from
the compositional fussiness that pervades the structure of some of the Group’s paintings.All
artists are recidivists, and the best excel in visiting their past. Thomson was no exception.
Occasionally he would slide back and embrace a whirling arabesque and dance to the distant



tunes of Art Nouveau; however, on the whole he was distinctively free of compositional devices
and platitudes of form, interior cones, hidden highways for the eye, leading perspective, and
other foundations of a typical art education. Thomson was fortunate that he had so little to forget.
As a priest would, he accepted the grinding restriction of the horizon and the discipline that
came with the fact that the Algonquin experience was presented best in a horizontal
format.Thomson depended on his passion, on the rabid bite of his excitement to compensate for
the limits imposed on his work by both his model and his methods of execution. Considering the
sudden thrust of his power to express himself with paint, he displayed admirable restraint in the
delineation of the natural staffage of bush, small trees growing out of stumps, fungus-like half-
pies on the side of dead wood, and those precious compositional life-savers—fallen-tree
diagonals. Instead, he relied on brush mark and colour to support this unique way of seeing.
Excepting the complicated tracery of Northern River, Thomson rarely used a repoussoir tree or
other configuration in his foregrounds as a fulcrum in order to increase an illusion of depth. His
focus generally rested in the middle ground, as he was capable of stretching the eye past the
foreground into a satisfying openness. The perpendicular drive of elements within the design is
handled with natural skill in the way colour is marshalled through the military precision of trees
guarding a hill or parading in the woods, so that counter-balancing rhythms have a plosive effect
on the stifling order of bush, which may seem wild but has a stultifying predictability; most of it
starts on the ground and grows up. If trees refused to stay in place within the scheme of
recession, he often transposed their positions by the simple act of changing the direction of the
brushstroke between branches, which brought deep space forward or shoved it back.Autumn
Foliage 1915 | Oil on wood, 21.6 × 26.8 cmNorthern River 1914–15Oil on canvas, 115.1 × 102
cmThere is, under the nimble application of paint, an implicit classicism, equally moved by the
silence and the storm. Thomson could materialize the bleached light of noon and those periods
between dawn and sunset when the mechanical eye of the camera sees little. In this part of the
day Thomson decreased his contrasts and increased the complexity of stroke. Conversely in
Nocturne: Forest Spires, the night was taken into account with the broadest of handling.
Thomson’s colour is further characterized by a limited range of tone. Contracting the stretch
between maximum dark and maximum light, he condensed the scope of hue within these
reduced parameters. Often, as a consequence, purely local colour jumps into a more vibrant
relationship with the key pigments. This aspect of his sensitivity is clearly graphic in character.
Burnt Over Forest, though based on only four significant differences of tone, delivers an intense
feeling of crisp air, yet there is no appreciable shading; the pulsation is projected by the
muscular force of the brush. Very often Thomson was able to produce colour which seemed so
much a stroke of the brush that it came onto the canvas with an implied tone not actually in the
paint. Petawawa Gorges (Early Spring), on the other hand, is scruffed into submission by half
scumbling that merchandises the texture of canvas instead of feeling. When he attempted to
scumble in long strokes, his hand was directed by a metronome. It took the short, staccato dabs
of Spring Ice to preserve emotion within an expanded tonal procedure.Much has been made of



Thomson’s spontaneity, a kinship to rock and a brotherhood with tree that poured through a
simple nature directly onto the canvas. It would be foolish to deny his small sketches the
spriteliness that comes from the rapid application of paint, yet there is a certainty in the variation
of local colour placed against his brightest pigment that marks a degree of thought beyond the
sudden push of instinct. Knowingly Thomson reduced the range of tone within his graphic sense
of colour so as to add a ping, a sharpness to the personal but somewhat faceless calligraphy of
form. Extremes of tone are the goalposts of his methodology, yet it is the large spread of middle
tone when the score is made and magic is added to his vision of Algonquin. The dangerous
stretch of middle tone became a No Man’s Land tempting the attack of his brush and produced
tension, for the urge to prettify, soften, and fill such areas with grace notes had to be continually
resisted. Harold Rosenberg, in Art on the Edge, writes, “Greatness in art is always a by-product,
but of an activity that begins and ends in art”; so tension in art is often derived from the
resistance to tendencies never quite controlled, in a constant war with negative or easy
procedures. In Thomson, simplification was not a goal but the result of a struggle with pictorially
negative solutions, the by-product of a deeply felt response to a landscape that brought out the
best and the worst in him simultaneously.Known as a retreating colour during the Renaissance,
blue was considered difficult to manage in the foreground of composition, and was generally
positioned through the scheme of design in gradually lightened hues until it reached an infinity of
typical Raphael sky. Few painters in Canada’s brief history have used blue with more skill than
Thomson. In the treatment of water he deceived the eye with colours other than blue, and in his
skies he rejected the facile retreat of light blue in favour of a daring range of tone and hue which
formed a relationship to land and water that agitated the propinquities of mass.Approaching
Storm 1914Oil on plywood, 21.6 × 26.7 cmThough more precise and committed to a complete
range of tone, MacDonald was nearly the equal of Thomson as a colourist. His Young Maples,
Algoma (1918) has the ripeness of a Thomson but is marred by the dainty detail in the yellow
maple leaves. Varley attempted to achieve more with colour than any painter of the period. His
tortured surfaces and ruptured coruscations of paint make one think of the artist in Guy de
Maupassant’s story who laboured so long on a canvas that he obliterated all figuration—a
literary premonition of twentieth-century abstraction. Although none of the Group artists, strong
colourists on the whole, could control density and tone while still making neutral contrast hues
seem brilliant, Thomson could. He possessed an uncanny ability to deepen or lessen hues. And
he never lost the intensity of contrast in the process.Fall Trees 1916 (verso)Oil and graphite on
panel, 21.6 × 26.3 cmEugène Delacroix wrote in his journal in 1850, “The two conceptions of
painting . . . that of colour as colour and of light as light, have got to be reconciled in a single
operation.” This Thomson seemed to do with ease. He tried so intensely to achieve the fleeting
effects of light that he forced light and colour onto his brush in a single sweep. I have been
unable to find any reference to his admiration of Paolo Veronese, yet he knew as well as this
great master that when you throw a broad light on a canvas, you strengthen the local colour so
as to avoid scamping the harmonics of the picture’s orchestration.Jean-Auguste-Dominique



Ingres felt that “when one has learned well how to imitate nature, the chief consideration for a
good painter is to think out the whole of his picture, to have it in his head as a whole . . . as if the
entire thing were done at the same time.” This is a prime characteristic of the later Thomson. The
paint appears to be pulled over the support in one piece, like a sheet over the bed of his working
method. During the apotheosis of Thomson’s style in 1917 his vision and the creative apparatus
he had assembled through instinct and hard practice revealed a sense of strain; the paint
shoved against the limitations of scale. He seemed impatient with what he knew and wished to
make the brush a sword rather than a trowel. Conception was no longer a rope leading up to
better things but a halter reining in inspiration. Dissatisfied with heaping paint on the canvas, he
ached to cut through the panels to a deeper reality. His momentum was toward a concept of
painting such as Abstract Expressionism. It is the confluence of explosive power and imprisoned
impulse that agitates the work of the final period, a force of application that hums with frustration
and yearns for action—a consuming appetite for paint fed on too small a fork.
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T. Baker, “excellent book. Good, big reproductions of what were small oil sketches. The
reproduced size makes it possible to study the way Thomson painted.”

Campbell A. Baird III, “Best Reproductions To Date Of His Work. This is an excellent addition to
your library if you have continuing interest in Thompson and the origins and landscapes of the
Group of Seven. Good text, and in my opinion the very best reproductions of the paintings to
date. Large and clear, good details.”

Colorist, “Wonderful Publication of Tom Thomson's Art. This book is large, brimming with
beautiful reproductions surveying the art of Tom Thompson. Enough to see his very many
strengths as well as weaknesses as a painter, the pure joy of seeing such strong color and
interesting ideas more than make up for any hesitation to recommend this as the one book to
buy to see his art if you are not able to do so in person. I am thankful it exists.”

GBA-MA, “A beautiful book!. A beautiful large hard copy book, with gorgeous reproductions of
so many Tom Thompson works. The author writes TT’s story with skill and compassion for TT
and the people in his life, of course it remains a mystery how he died but the tragedy of his early
death was the impetus for the creation of the Group of Seven and that story is well told.”

auntnan, “Beautiful art from a Canadian master. Absolutely gorgeous reproductions of the
artwork of one of my favorite artists. I'm still reading but so far, I'm finding it very well written and
interesting.”

Aunt Helen, “happy to see large full page reproductions of these paintings. happy to see large
full page reproductions of these paintings, a great variety, and big enough to frame if desired”

Harvey Peterson, “Gorgeous volume, painter Tom Thomsonr. Fabulous book, excellent
production, great Canadian painter. I have been a huge Thomson fan for a long time. Highly
recommended!”

Buddy, “Landscape wonderment. A genuine secret genius”

Arty, “Best book ever. Wonderful book for fans of this artist. Images are clear and perfect if
studying technique.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Awe striking talent. I thoroughly enjoy the presentation of talent and
captured beauty in this book. Beautiful!”



Greg Roberts, “Fantastic, text and reproductions are brilliant!. The scale of the publication truly
compliments Tom Thompson's amazing works and richness. You can spend hours in this
beautiful publication, it is a credit to all involved........congratulations.”

Losingmyedge, “Amazing!. Purchased this as a gift for a Tom Thomson lover! Beautiful book and
the recipient was thrilled! Substantial book with a comprehensive look at his glorious art and
great writing by the author. A must for an art lover!”

The book by Sarah MacLean has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 60 people have provided feedback.
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